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Anthropogenic carbon released into the atmosphere is driving rapid, concurrent
increases in temperature and acidity across the world’s oceans, most prominently in northern
latitudes. The geographic range of the iconic American lobster (Homarus americanus) spans a
steep thermal gradient and one of the most rapidly warming oceanic environments.
Understanding the interactive effects of ocean warming and acidification on this species’ most
vulnerable early life stages is important to predict its response to climate change on a stagespecific and population level. This study compares the responses of lobster larvae from two subpopulations spanning New England’s north-south temperature gradient (southern New England
and eastern Gulf of Maine) to the joint effects of elevated pCO2 and temperature. Using a full
factorial experimental design, we subjected planktonic larval and post-larval stages to different
combinations of ambient, end-century projected, and extreme pCO2 concentrations (400 ppm,
750 ppm, 1200 ppm), and ambient and projected end-century temperatures (16°C and
19°C). We measured larval growth (both linear and dry weight), oxygen consumption, and
elemental composition. In addition, with postlarvae, we quantified swimming speed and feeding

behavior. Our experiments suggested that elevated temperature has a larger influence over
measured parameters than elevated pCO2 alone, resulting in faster development times of all
larvae. However, responses in other measured parameters were location and stage-specific,
suggesting that larvae from contrasting thermal regimes respond differently to elevated pCO2
and temperature. Larvae from southern New England were more responsive to temperature than
pCO2 stress, resulting in a longer carapace and greater dry, carbon and nitrogen weights in stage
II when reared at elevated temperature. Larvae from eastern Gulf of Maine, however, more
often showed no treatment effects, grew to longer carapace lengths, had greater elemental and
dry weights and exhibited higher rates of oxygen consumption than southern New England
larvae, despite starting at the same elemental weight and carapace length at stage I.
In addition, this study also investigated the interactive effects of ocean warming and
acidification on the gene expression response of the planktonic postlarval lobster from southern
New England. Using a full factorial experimental design, lobsters were raised in ambient and
elevated pCO2 concentrations (400ppm, 1200 ppm) and temperatures (16°C and 19°C). When
temperature alone was elevated (19°C), larvae downregulated genes related to cuticle
development; when pCO2 alone was elevated (1200 ppm), larvae upregulated chitinase as well
as genes related to stress response and immune function. The joint effects of end-century
stressors (19°C, 1200ppm) resulted in the upregulation of those same genes, as well as cellulase,
and the downregulation of calcified cuticle proteins, and a greater upregulation in genes tied to
immune response and functioning. These first results of the impact of varying conditions on
larval lobster gene expression suggest the existence of compensatory mechanisms in response to
stressors resulting from a rapidly changing environment.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The release of anthropogenic carbon emissions into the Earth’s atmosphere has resulted
in large scale changes in oceanic temperature and pH that have serious implications for marine
ecosystems. Atmospheric concentrations of pCO2-atm have increased by 40% since the start of
the industrial revolution and the rate of increase has been fastest (2.0 +/- 0.1 ppm/yr) in recent
years (IPCC, 2013). IPCC scenarios project pCO2-atm will continue to climb and by the end of
the century result in an average sea surface temperature increase of 0.6°-2.0°C and a pH drop of
0.06-0.32 units, depending on emissions (IPCC, 2013; Blunden & Arndt, 2014). Under no
IPCC scenario does the ocean temperature or acidity decrease or remain constant.
However, these rapid changes will not occur uniformly across marine environments.
Climate models predict that higher latitudes will warm faster and experience quicker declines in
pH than lower latitudes, putting marine ecosystems and fisheries in these regions at greater risk
(Fabry et al., 2009; Gledhill et al., 2015). The Northwest Atlantic and Gulf of Maine have
warmed 0.026°C per year since 1980, a rate faster than that of the majority of the world’s
oceans (Balch et al., 2012; Pershing et al., 2015). Furthermore, coastal areas within this region
are susceptible to higher rates of acidification, due to the ocean’s buffering capacity being
depressed by freshwater inputs of rivers and incoming currents (Salisbury et al., 2008; Fabry et
al., 2009; Gledhill et al., 2015). In light of these rapid, concurrent changes, concern is growing
with regard to the implications for marine organisms and fisheries in the region.
Since many physiological processes are closely tied to temperature in marine
ectotherms, oceanic warming has the potential to stress marine ecosystems by way of shifts in
species ranges that alter community structure and food webs (Mills, et al., 2013; Somero et al.,
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2017). The physiological responses of marine organisms to change in temperature have been a
long-standing topic of study (Shatzlein and Costlow, 1978; MacKenzie, 1988; Ross et al.,
1998; Anger, 2001; Helmuth, 2009; Weiss et al., 2009; Somero, 2010; Swingle et al., 2013;
Tepolt & Somero, 2014), but interactive effects with other stressors are often overlooked.
Recent concern over the direct effects of elevated CO2 in seawater and the concomitant decrease
in pH has motivated an accelerated pace of ocean acidification study over the past decade
(Browman, 2016). The absorption of CO2 into the ocean results in an increase of free hydrogen
ions, thereby lowering the pH. The net result is a decrease in biologically-available carbonate.
This affects the energetics of calcifying organisms that rely on carbonate in order to build hard
body structures (Kroeker et al., 2013; Gledhill et al., 2015). The rapid rate of change in
carbonate chemistry is a pressing concern in the Northwest Atlantic and Gulf of Maine, which
relies disproportionately on marine calcifiers as targets of valuable fisheries (Gledhill et al.,
2015).
However, recent research suggests that crustaceans, as a group, are relatively resistant to
acidification though the response varies by species (Whiteley, 2011; Wernburg et al., 2012;
Gledhill et al, 2015). For example, although larval Dungeness crab (Cancer magister) and
juvenile tanner crab (Chionoecetes bairdi) show decreased survival in high pCO2 environments,
many other crustacean species are unaffected by projected end-century pH (Arnberg et al.,
2013; Byrne et al., 2013; Long et al., 2013; Shiffer et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2016). On the
other hand, increased CO2 can have sublethal effects on a variety of species that are manifested
by changes in cellular respiration, enzyme regulation, and biomineralization (Anger, 1987;
Portner et al, 2010; Kunkel et al., 2012).
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Experiments evaluating the impact of multiple environmental stressors can reveal
interactive effects that would be undetectable in single-stressor studies (Wernberg et al., 2012).
For example, in some invertebrates, such as coralline algae (Lithophyllum cabiochae, Martin &
Gattuso, 2009), spider crabs (Hyas araneus, Walther et al., 2009), and larval lobsters (Homarus
americanus, Waller et al. 2016), the effects of elevated pCO2 have been shown to intensify with
elevated temperatures.
The American lobster (Homarus americanus) comprises the most valuable singlespecies fishery in North America, and thus is one of particular socio-economic importance
(NOAA 2019, DFO 2019). The species ranges geographically from Labrador to the US midAtlantic, but since the 1960s, its center of distribution has shifted northward in response to
warmer temperatures (Pinsky et al. 2013), a process that is projected to continue (LeBris et al.,
2018). Warming temperatures have also been implicated in the downward shift in the size of
maturity of this species (Le Bris et al., 2016; Haar et al., 2017). Surprisingly, little else is
known about how this species will react to projected end-century pCO2 levels and temperatures,
but it is suggested that the rapidly molting, pelagic larval and postlarval stages might be
particularly vulnerable to these oceanic changes (Kurihara et al., 2007; Pörtner & Farrell, 2008;
Gledhill et al., 2015).
Homarus americanus begins life as one of many eggs in a clutch anchored to the
abdomen of a benthic, adult female. After hatching, larvae transition through three instars
(Stage I, Stage II, Stage III), that are fully pelagic, followed by a metamorphosis to the
postlarval stage (Stage IV) which settles to the seabed (Factor, 1995). Upon settlement,
postlarvae seek out suitable substrate to transition to the first benthic instar, which represents
the recruitment stage of the fishery (Factor, 1995; Incze et al, 1997). Transitions between these
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stages are associated with high mortality and thus represent important biological bottlenecks
within this species’ life cycle (MacKenzie, 1988; Factor, 1995). In addition, larval and
postlarval stages of this species are more likely to experience stressful conditions because they
occupy the thermally-variable upper water column (MacKenzie, 1988; Byrne, 2011; Gledhill et
al., 2015). At this time, we do not know how projected oceanic changes will affect crucial
transitions for this species and therefore recruitment into the fishery (Walther et al., 2010).
Previous research on larval stages of the congeners H. americanus and H. gammarus,
indicates that the effects of climate change on this early life stages are complex. Metabolic
demand differs between life stages, indicating stage-specific vulnerability to increases in
temperature and decreases in pH (Hines et al., 2013; Small et al. 2015; Waller et al., 2017).
Studies that have examined the effects of OA have observed varying degrees of impact on
carapace formation and development (Ries et al., 2009; Keppel et al., 2012; Agnalt et al.,
2013).
By the end of the 21st century, seawater temperatures in the Gulf of Maine are predicted
to be 3°C warmer and atmospheric pCO2 levels are projected to nearly double. But to date, only
three studies have examined the joint effects of elevated pCO2 and temperature on the earliest
life stages of lobster (Agnalt et al., 2013; Small et al., 2015; Waller et al., 2017). These studies
suggest that many physiological parameters of larval lobster are more sensitive to the endcentury increase in temperature than they are to the corresponding increase in pCO2. In addition,
elevated temperature and pCO2 can interact to cause further changes in behavior, carapace
length, carbon content, and development time than either stressor alone, although reports are
conflicting in some cases (Small et al. 2015; Waller et al., 2017). The inconsistency between
studies makes the task of projecting future impacts of the changing climate on lobster even
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more challenging. Investigations of the impact of changing temperature and pCO2 on gene
expression are in their infancy. Early studies on the American lobster suggest the response to
elevated pCO2 may be greater than the morphological or behavioral performance metrics
suggest (Waller, 2016).
The primary goal of this study is to examine aspects of the physiological and gene
expression response of larval stages of Homarus americanus when reared in end century
projected temperature and pCO2. However, it is important to highlight that the geographic range
of H. americanus occupies one of the steepest gradients of sea surface temperatures in the
world, ranging from a summertime average of 12°C in the Bay of Fundy to 20°C in southern
New England (Longhurst, 1998). Therefore, our secondary goal is to determine if larvae of
subpopulations from different thermal regimes respond differently to these predicted changes.
Chapter two reports the results of a full-factorial experiment that compares
morphological, physiological and behavioral response of the earliest life stages of H.
americanus to predicted end-century temperature and pCO2. This study is the first to compare
physiological, developmental, behavioral and gene regulatory response of lobster larval stages
from two sub-populations occupying oceanographically contrasting thermal regimes along the
New England coast.
Chapter three describes the differential expression of physiologically relevant genes in
postlarvae reared from hatch to evaluate the single and joint effects of elevated pCO2 and
temperature on gene expression. This study adds new information to our understanding of the
effects of multiple climate stressors on H. americanus and provides new insight on phenotypic
response within the context of molecular response and compensation.
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CHAPTER 2
COMPARISON OF PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES BETWEEN LARVAE FROM
TWO THERMALLY DISTINCT LOCATIONS

2.1 Introduction
The projected rate of ocean warming (OW) and acidification (OA) in the Northwest
Atlantic and Gulf of Maine has important implications for the production and distribution of
marine organisms, particularly marine calcifiers (IPCC, 2013; Gledhill et al., 2015; Le Bris et
al., 2018). The metabolic budget of ectotherms is closely tied with temperature. Reports are
accumulating that OW and OA have varying individual and combined effects on marine
calcifiers such as corals, bryozoa, molluscs and crustaceans (Reynaud et al., 2003; Anthony et
al., 2008; Rodolfo-Metalpa et al, 2010, 2011; Whiteley, 2011). However, predicting effects of
concurrent OA and OW is important in order to project how individual species will fare, because
the two can work either antagonistically, resulting in a mitigating effect, or synergistically
though an accumulation of stress effects (Anthony et al., 2008; McCulloch et al., 2012).
In clawed lobsters, as in most crustaceans, the interactive effects of temperature and
pCO2 are species and life-stage specific (Whiteley, 2011; Wernburg et al., 2012; Gledhill et al,
2015). The pelagic larval and postlarval stages of Homarus are suspected to be especially
vulnerable to the effects of OW and OA, since they undergo rapid development with
physiologically demanding ecdyses and metamorphoses, within the variable upper water column
(Kurihara et al., 2007; Pörtner & Farrell, 2008; Gledhill et al., 2015). Understanding the
energetic and metabolic demands of increased temperature and decreased pH on early
developmental stages could help predict where climate change induced bottlenecks might occur
in the life cycle.
6

Recent studies have provided data on the physiological and behavioral responses of larval
Homarus congeners to OW and OA, (Small et al., 2015; Waller et al, 2016). This present study
will investigate hypothesized differences in the response of H. americanus larvae from
populations occupying thermally contrasting segments of the species’ geographic range. The
range of H. americanus spans one of the ocean’s steepest latitudinal thermal gradients
(Longhurst, 1998). Geographic differences in allele frequencies of thermally sensitive genes
suggest that genetic differentiation has occurred among H. americanus sub-populations along
this range (Ketchington et al., 2009; Benestan et al., 2015; Benestan et al., 2016) and that
subpopulations along this thermal gradient are subject to selection for thermally adaptive traits.
Selective pressures due to environmental gradients can manifest as micro-evolutionary adaptive
shifts in life history, behavior, and physiological traits (Conover,1995), and have been exhibited
in differential tolerance to heat stress across latitudinal clines in several crustacean species
(Sanford et al., 2006; Kelly et al., 2012; Tepolt and Somero, 2014). The question of thermal
adaptation across subpopulations has remained largely unexplored in Homarus americanus.
While multi-generational studies can provide much insight into the micro-evolutionary
response to environmental change (Gibbin et al., 2016), such studies are not practical with longlived species like Homarus, which has a generation time on the order of 5-8 years. In lieu of
long-term, multigenerational studies, there is opportunity to compare individuals sourced from
different thermal regimes. New England’s steep thermal gradient offers a living laboratory to
look for evidence of thermal adaptation on a local scale.
This study investigates stage-specific responses to end-century-predicted temperature and
pCO2, and compares those responses between larvae from two thermally distinct regimes along
the lobster’s geographic range: southern New England (SNE) and eastern Gulf of Maine
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(EGoM). Measuring a suite of biological end-points, we sought to identify possible trade-offs,
energetic compensation and to compare acclimation capacity between larvae from two
populations. Differences in biological endpoints between treatments and locations would suggest
larvae are differentially stressed based on region of origin or environmental condition.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Description of Study Species
The American lobster has three planktonic larval stages (I-III) terminated by
metamorphosis to a still-planktonic postlarval stage (IV). Larvae are similar in morphology: a
large carapace, segmented abdomen, and pronounced rostrum. Size and specific morphological
features aid in identifying each stage (Fig. 1). The time of development between stages varies
based on temperature, food availability, and other abiotic factors, and each stage duration is
successively longer than the last (MacKenzie, 1988). Abiotic factors can have a large effect on
larval duration, creating a range of 11 to 25 days to pass through the first three stages to molt
into postlarvae. Planktonic duration can have a significant effect on survival in the wild, where
larvae are exposed to predation and highly variable water conditions (Hudon & Fradette, 1988).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2.1. Distinguishing features of Homarus americanus larval and postlarval stages. a)
Stage I larvae, b) Stage II larvae, c) Stage III larvae, and d) Stage IV postlarval

Stage I-III larvae undergo three successive molts to reach the postlarval stage. A
metamorphosis occurs with the transition into the postlarval instar that resembles the adult
(Fig.1). About half-way through the postlarval stage they also begin a behavioral transition
whereby the seek bottom substrate to settle and molt to a benthic juvenile.
Relative to larval stages, postlarvae exert more control in their vertical placement in the
water column, preferring to occupying waters above 12°C (Annis, 2005). Larvae can delay
timing of settlement and subsequent development to juvenile stages if a suitable substrate and
temperature are not found (Lawton & Lavalli, 1995)
Larval growth is achieved by ecdysis. Many abiotic factors play critical roles in
development and survival of larvae through successive molts, most notably temperature. For
example, larvae will only advance to juvenile stages at temperatures exceeding 10°C, with stage
duration decreasing as temperature increases to approximately 22°C. Above this temperature,
9

survival rates decrease rapidly (MacKenzie, 1988). Survivorship in the wild has been shown to
favor lobsters that hatch earlier in the season, taking advantage of rapidly warming surface
waters, and reducing the exposure to predators in the planktonic phase (Hudon & Fradette,
1988).

2.2.2 Hatching & Rearing
Data for this project were collected over three summers across two populations located in
oceanographically contrasting ends of the U.S. range of Homarus americanus. Measurements of
larval stages I-III were taken from summer of 2017. Stage IV postlarval behavioral
measurements were taken from larvae raised in identical conditions in the summer of 2016
(southern New England) and the summer of 2018 (eastern Gulf of Maine). In mid-May, seven
ovigerous females, provided by Rhode Island’s Department of Environmental Management’s
Fisheries Section, were collected off of the coast of Rhode Island. Likewise, in mid-July, seven
ovigerous females were collected from the eastern Gulf of Maine , provided by Maine
Department of Marine Resources. Egg bearing females were held in 300L hatching tanks filled
with coarsely filtered seawater at the Darling Marine Center for a maximum of three weeks.
Water temperature averaged ~15°C. Tanks were monitored every six hours until at least three
females had hatched out eggs.
Over the course of 2-3 days, newly hatched larvae were transported to Bigelow
Laboratory of Ocean Science and distributed randomly in 18 20-L buckets pre-equilibrated to the
experimental treatments. Progeny from 4-6 females were used to stock our tanks. Larvae hatched
within the same 6-h time frame were grouped within buckets as a cohort, to ensure that they
would be on the same developmental trajectory. Each bucket was stocked with 250 larvae,
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resulting in an average starting density of 12.5 larvae/L. Larvae were allowed 24 hours to
acclimate before any measurements were taken.

2.2.3 Treatments & Water Quality
Tanks were maintained in a full factorial three-way ANOVA design. Temperatures
represented average present-day sea surface temperature and a 3°C increase for the end of the
century projected under IPCC Model RCP8.5, a moderate carbon emissions scenario (16°C &
19°C, respectively; IPCC, 2013). All tanks were held in a temperature controlled room at 16°C.
We used Hydor submersible aquarium heaters to create the warmer treatments of 19°C.
Three pCO2 treatments (400, 750 and 1200 ppm) were achieved by bubbling the tanks
with air mixed with specific concentrations of CO2 using Aarlburg mass flow controllers (Waller
et al., 2017). The three pCO2 concentrations represented current atmospheric concentration (400
ppm), moderate emission scenario end-century predicted average oceanic concentration (750
ppm), and an extreme pCO2 concentration to generate pH values representative of estuarine and
coastal regions (1200ppm) (IPCC, 2013; Gledhill et al., 2015). Each of the six treatment
combinations were maintained in triplicate (18 tanks in total).
We monitored water quality daily. Salinity was measured using an Oakton SALT meter,
and pH and temperature were measured using a Thermo Orion 3-star benchtop pH probe,
calibrated using NIST buffers. Water within the tank was replaced every 3 d with fresh, preequilibrated water.
In addition to daily monitoring, spectrophotometric pH and alkalinity was measured
weekly to validate daily readings. The pH(tot) was measured spectrophotometrically (Hitachi U310 dual-beam, Hitachi, Japan) using the pH sensitive indicator dye m-cresol purple (SigmaAldrich) following SOP (standard operating procedure (SOP) 6b: Dickson, 2007).
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We drew 40mL of seawater from each treatment and filtered it through a 0.2µm syringe
filter. We dyed 10mL of each sample with m-Cresol purple sodium salt as a pH indicator dye.
Dyed and undyed reference samples were pipetted into a 1 cm path quartz cuvette and placed in
a temperature controlled chamber of the spectrophotometer. We measured absorbance at
wavelengths of 578 nm, 434 nm and 739 nm. Addition of m-Cresol purple dye was corrected
using SOP 6b (Dickson, 2007). Final pH was determined from (Liu et al., 2011).
Total alkalinity (AT) was measured using a Metrohm 888 Titrando by Tiamo software
(Metrohm, USA). We extracted 40 mL per week from each treatment position and fixed with
saturated HgCl2 to eliminate biological activity and hold AT constant. The system was calibrated
using certified reference material from the Dickson laboratory at Scripps Institute of
Oceanography. Using temperature, salinity, pH and AT inputs, we calculated carbonate
chemistry parameters (pCO2, [HCO3-], [CO32-], ΩAr, ΩCa) using the CO2SYS2.1 system (Lewis
& Wallace, 1998; Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1. Water chemistry parameters during the course of experiment for (a) southern New
England, and (b) eastern Gulf of Maine trials. All parameters list mean ± SD through the
experimental period.
a.
Treatment
400ppm 16C
750ppm 16C
1200ppm 16C
400ppm 19C
750ppm 19C
1200ppm 19C

Temperature (°C)
16.6 ± 0.5
17.1 ± 0.4
17.0 ± 0.4
18.7 ± 0.4
19.3 ± 1.0
19.5 ± 1.0

Salinity (ppt)
30.3 ± 0.8
29.8 ± 0.4
30.0 ± 0.8
30.2 ± 0.9
30.2 ± 1.0
29.9 ± 0.7

pH
7.94 ± 0.06
7.75 ± 0.03
7.56 ± 0.01
7.89 ± 0.03
7.81 ± 0.04
7.63 ± 0.01

ΩCa
2.34 ± 0.10
1.68 ± 0.12
1.16 ± 0.025
2.44 ± 0.25
2.23 ± 0.23
1.42 ± 0.004

ΩAr
1.45 ± 0.06
1.05 ± 0.07
0.72 ± 0.02
1.52 ± 0.16
1.38 ± 0.14
0.88 ± 0.002

Treatment
400ppm 16C
750ppm 16C
1200ppm 16C
400ppm 19C
750ppm 19C
1200ppm 19C

Temperature (°C)
16.4 ± 0.3
17.0 ± 0.5
16.6 ± 0.4
19.1 ± 1.0
19.9 ± 0.8
19.2 ± 0.9

Salinity (ppt)
30.8 ± 0.6
30.6 ± 0.5
29.8 ± 0.9
30.7 ± 0.7
30.5 ± 0.5
30.1 ± 0.9

pH
7.98 ± 0.01
7.81 ± 0.04
7.60 ± 0.03
8.00 ± 0.05
7.82 ± 0.06
7.68 ± 0.02

ΩCa
2.92 ± 0.11
2.00 ± 0.18
1.24 ± 0.13
3.28 ± 0.30
2.13 ± 0.22
1.57 ± 0.05

ΩAr
1.81 ± 0.07
1.245 ± 0.11
0.77 ± 0.08
2.04 ± 0.19
1.32 ± 0.14
0.97 ± 0.03

b.

2.2.4 Measurements on all stages
We collected 30 eggs from each subpopulation to measure dry weight, as well as carbon
and nitrogen content. For the first three pelagic larval stages I-III, we quantified developmental
rate, dry weight and carapace length as parameters of growth and life history. For these stages
we also measured carbon and nitrogen content and respiration rates as indicators of metabolic
rate of individuals. We also compared swimming speed and feeding rate for postlarvae (SIV)
between the two locations. This stage represents a pivotal physiological and morphological
transition, to a life stage that actively seeks benthic habitat to transition to a juvenile. Within this
life stage we examined feeding rate and swimming speeds under treatment conditions.
In each treatment replicate, the day and time of first appearance of each larval stage was
recorded. Each day, five randomly selected individuals from each treatment replicate were
examined and photographed (Canon EOS Rebel T3i, Japan) under a dissecting microscope
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(Olympus SX 61). Carapace length was measured in profile from the back of the eye to the
furthest edge of the carapace using NIH-ImageJ software (NIH, USA). Individuals were returned
to tanks after being photographed.
Samples for dry weights and elemental (CHN) composition were collected for each stage
from each replicate tank 48 h after the first individual of that stage was recorded. Individuals
were rinsed three times in deionized water to remove salt, and then placed into pre-weighed tin
boats. The number of individuals evaluated per tin boat depended on the stage (eggs: n=10, SI:
n=5, SII: n=3, SIII: n=2, SIV: n=1). Samples were desiccated at 40°C for 48+ hours. Samples
were weighed for a final dry weight and then analyzed by Bigelow Analytical Services using a
Costech Elemental Combustion System 4010 to determine carbon and nitrogen elemental
weights (Costech, USA).
Oxygen consumption rates (OCR) were monitored at each stage from each experimental
replicate. Individuals of the same stage were placed into 50 mL jars filled with pre-equilibrated
water of the appropriate treatment, and sealed with a ground glass stopper with a 400 µm hole at
the top (SI: n=10, SII: n=5, SIII: n=2-3, SIV: n=1). All measurements were taken in a water bath
(Thermo-Fisher Scientific, USA) at the treatment temperature and pCO2. Oxygen concentration
was measured using a clark-type oxygen microelectrode (Unisense, Denmark) over a 1-2 h
period. OCR measurements were taken from each treatment condition at every stage. OCRs were
calculated from the slope of decrease in oxygen concentration over time. Mass-specific OCRs
were calculated using the measured carbon weight of individuals.
Feeding rate was measured for all surviving postlarvae 48 h after molt for larvae from
EGoM only. Larvae were placed in sealed, 15L lidded dark buckets filled with pre-equilibrated
seawater set to their treatment conditions along with 375 live Artemia salina (25 prey/L). Tanks
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were kept at temperature in the dark for 6 h, after which point the water was passed through a 20
µm mesh and the remaining A. salina were counted. Feeding rate was calculated as the number
of Artemia consumed per hour.
Swimming speed of postlarvae from both populations was measured using silhouette
video imaging. The optical setup provides fine-scale behavioral observations with an image
quality that is unaffected by ambient light levels (described in Fields et al., 2012). The system
consists of two orthogonally-oriented Point grey HD highspeed (60Hz) video cameras with 105mm Nikon lenses. Silhouette illumination was provided by a far red light emitting diode (LED)
placed at the focal point of a biconvex collimating lens. The output beam (15 cm diameter) was
passed through a 4L plexiglass aquarium placed at the intersection of the two beams.
Surrounding the filming chamber was a 40L temperatures bath that was maintained at treatment
temperature. Larval position, speed and distance traveled was measured using the NIH Image J
software package. The base of the tail provided the reference point by measuring the Distance
(D) from its initial location (X0, Y0, Z0) at the start of a swimming event, to an end point (Xf, Yf,
Zf). Total distance traveled between sequential video frames was calculated through the
following equation:

Equation 2.1. Postlarval Swimming Speed

.
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2.2.5 Statistical Analysis
Each of the three replicate tanks within each treatment was used as a unit of replication,
and no difference was found between replicate tanks for any trial (p>0.05). Data were analyzed
using Sigmaplot (11.0). A 3-way ANOVA was used to evaluate the effects of location,
temperature and pCO2 on development time to the postlarval stage. The remaining statistical
analyses were done in a two-step process for each larval stage, whereby location effects were
evaluated first with a standard t-test. For stages that failed normality, a Whitney rank sum test
was used. We then conducted a two-way ANOVA to assess temperature and pCO2 effects on
carapace length, dry weight, carbon and nitrogen elemental weights, OCRs, mass-specific OCRs,
carbon to nitrogen ratio, and carbon to dry weight ratio for stages I-III, and swimming speed for
postlarvae within each population. We used Shapiro-Wilkes test and Levene’s mean test to
assess the assumption of normality and homogeneity of variance, respectively. Any parameter
that failed either assumption was log-transformed to meet assumptions. Post-hoc analysis for
differences between treatments and stages was conducted using Tukey’s test. Postlarval feeding
rate was only measured for southern New England, using a 2-way ANOVA.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Development Time
The development time of larvae from hatch to postlarvae ranged from 12 to 36 days.
Larvae raised at 19°C experienced a shorter development time to reach the postlarval stage than
at 16°C, and there was no significant direct or interactive effect of pCO2 on development time
(Table 2.2). Development time also differed significantly between populations (Figure 2.2.).
Larvae from SNE developed 25% (4.5 days) faster than larvae from EGoM, (Table 2.2).
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Figure 2.2. Number of days post-hatching (DPH) to first appearance of stage IV (means ± SE)
from two populations of H. americanus under different pCO2 and temperature conditions.

Table 2.2. Summary of three-way ANOVA used to evaluate the effect of temperature, pCO2 and
population location of H. americanus on first day of SIV appearance. Significant values (p<0.05)
are bolded.
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2.3.2 Carapace Length
The overall average carapace length for stage I larvae of both populations did not differ
between populations (Table 2.3a; Figure 2.3a, 23b). Larvae from EGoM exhibited significantly
longer carapace lengths than SNE (Table 2.3a; Figure 2.3a). There was an interactive effect
between temperature and pCO2 in EGoM larvae, resulting in significantly longer larvae from the
most extreme treatment (Table 2.3b; Figure 2.3c). From SNE, larvae grew longer carapaces
within the warm temperature treatment (Table 2.3b; Figure 2.3d). In Stage III larvae, no
treatment effects were present for either location (Table 2.3b; Figure 2.3e). Larvae from EGoM
maintained longer carapace lengths within this stage (Table 2.3a; Figure 2.3a).
a

Figure 2.3. Effects of pCO2 and temperature on carapace length (mm, mean ± SE) at across
stages by location (a), and within stages. Overall treatment effect graphs are shown for each
population at each stage (mm, mean ± SE) , and also unambiguous main effects: Stage I by
location (b); stage II from EGoM and SNE by temperature and pCO2 treatment (c); stage II from
SNE by temperature main effect (d); stage III from EGoM and SNE by temperature and pCO2
treatment effect (e)
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Figure 2.3. continued
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Table 2.3. Summary of statistics comparing means of carapace lengths between two populations
(a) and Summary of two-way ANOVA used to evaluate the effect of temperature and pCO2 of H.
americanus on carapace length at each stage within each population (b). Significant values
(p<0.05) are bolded.
a

b
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2.3.3 Dry Weight
There was no statistical difference in egg dry weight between populations (Figure 2.4a;
Table 2.4a).Stage I larvae from EGoM had a lower dry weight than those from SNE (Table 2.4a;
Figure 2.4a), although there was an interaction between pCO2 and temperature leading to an
ambiguous main effect for both locations (Table 2.4b; Figure 2.4c). This interactive effect
occurred specifically at the 19°C treatment, where 1200 ppm resulted in heavier weight in SNE
larvae (Table 2.4b; Figure 2.4c), and 750 ppm resulted in heavier EGoM larvae (Table 2.4b;
Figure 2.4b). Average dry weight for stage II larvae was 1.41mg +/- 0.04mg with no statistical
difference between locations (Table 2.4a; Figure 2.4a). EGoM larvae were affected by pCO2,
where 750 ppm resulted in the highest weight, but 1200 ppm resulted in the lowest (Table 2.4b;
Figure 2.4e). Higher temperature resulted in heavier larvae in SNE individuals (Table 2.4b;
Figure 2.4d, 4f). By Stage III the mass of larvae from EGoM larvae surpassed those from SNE
(Table 2.4a; Figure 2.4a), and EGoM stage III larvae raised at warmer temperatures were heavier
(Table 2.4b; Figure 2.4h). SNE larvae weighed less and had no treatment effects evident (Table
2.4b; Figure 2.4g).
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Figure 2.4. Effects of pCO2 and temperature on dry weight of H. americanus (mg, mean ± SE)
across stages by location (a), and within stages. Overall treatment effect graphs are shown for
each population at each stage (mg, mean ± SE) , and also unambiguous main effects: egg weight
by location (b); stage I from EGoM and SNE by temperature and pCO2 treatment (c); stage II
from EGoM and SNE by temperature and pCO2 treatment (d) EGoM by pCO2 main effect (e);
stage II from SNE by temperature main effect (f); stage III from EGoM and SNE by temperature
and pCO2 treatment effect (g) and stage III from EGoM by temperature effect (h)
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Figure 2.4. continued
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Table 2.4. Summary of statistics comparing means of dry weights between two populations (a)
and Summary of two-way ANOVA used to evaluate the effect of temperature and pCO2 of H.
americanus on dry weight at each stage within each population (b). Significant values (p<0.05)
are bolded.
a

b
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2.3.4 Carbon Weight
Carbon weight within eggs was not statistically different between the two populations
(Figure 2.5b; Table 2.5a). Stage I larval carbon weight also did not differ between locations
(Figure 2.5a; Table 2.5a), however, there was an interactive effect of temperature and pCO2 for
this stage in the EGoM population; the 750 ppm, 19°C treatment had more carbon weight than
any other treatment (Table 2.5b; Figure 2.5c). The SNE population showed a temperature
treatment effect in this stage with larvae raised at warmer temperatures having more carbon
(Table 2.5b; Figure 2.5d). Within stage II EGoM larvae had more carbon content than SNE
(Table 2.5a; Figure 2.5a), however there were no temperature or pCO2 effects detected in this
location (Table 2.5b; Figure 2.5e). Stage II larvae from SNE continued to display a temperature
effect; larvae raised at 19°C had more carbon than larvae raised at 16°C (Table 2.5b; Figure
2.5f). Stage III larvae exhibited no treatment nor location effects (Table 2.5a, 5b; Figure 2.5a,
5g).
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Figure 2.5. Effects of pCO2 and temperature on carbon weight of H. americanus (mg, mean ±
SE) across stages by location (a), and within stages. Overall treatment effect graphs are shown
for each population at each stage (mg, mean ± SE) , and unambiguous main effects: egg weight
by location (b); stage I from EGoM and SNE by temperature and pCO2 treatment (c); stage I
from SNE by temperature main effect (d);stage II from EGoM and SNE by temperature and
pCO2 treatment (e); stage II from SNE by temperature main effect (f); stage III from EGoM and
SNE by temperature and pCO2 treatment effect (g).
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Figure 2.5. continued
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Table 2.5. Summary of statistics comparing means of carbon weight between two populations (a)
and Summary of two-way ANOVA used to evaluate the effect of temperature and pCO2 of H.
americanus on dry weight at each stage within each population (b). Significant values (p<0.05)
are bolded.
a

b
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2.3.5 Carbon content as a proportion of dry weight
Eggs from the EGoM had a larger proportion of carbon in their eggs than those from
SNE by a marginal level of significance (Table 2.6a; Figure 2.6a, 2.6b) Within Stage I, EGoM
had a higher proportion of carbon than SNE larvae (Table 2.6a; Figure 2.6a). Stage I EGoM
larvae raised at 750 ppm had a larger proportion carbon within this location (36% +/- 0.6%), but
larvae raised at 1200 ppm, 19°C had the lowest (33% +/-0.3%), resulting in a significant
interactive effect (Table 2.6b; Figure 2.6c). SNE also had an interactive effect of temperature and
pCO2 (Table 2.6b; Figure 2.6c); larvae raised at 400 ppm 19°C had a higher proportion of carbon
to their body weight than other treatments (32% +/- 2.6%). Among Stage II, EGoM larvae
maintained a higher proportion of carbon in Stage II (Table 2.6a; Figure 2.6a). Though there
were no treatment effects present in SNE larvae (Table 2.6b; Figure 2.6e), EGoM larvae raised at
1200ppm, 19°C overtook other treatments and resulted in the highest proportion carbon within
this stage (Table 2.6b; Figure 2.6e). In stage III, all treatment effects and location effects
disappeared, resulting in the same proportion carbon for all larvae: 34% +/- 0.39% (Table 2.6a,
6b; Figure 2.6a, 2.6f).
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Figure 2.6. Effects of pCO2 and temperature on proportion of carbon to dry weight of H.
americanus ( mean ± SE) across stages by location (a), and within stages. Overall treatment
effect graphs are shown for each population at each stage (mean ± SE) , and unambiguous main
effects: egg weight by location (b); stage I from EGoM and SNE by temperature and pCO2
treatment (c); stage I from SNE by temperature main effect (d);stage II from EGoM and SNE by
temperature and pCO2 treatment (e); stage III from EGoM and SNE by temperature and pCO2
treatment effect (f).
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Figure 2.6. continued
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Table 2.6. Summary of statistics comparing means of carbon weight: dry weight between two
populations (a) and Summary of two-way ANOVA used to evaluate the effect of temperature
and pCO2 of H. americanus on carbon: dry weight at each stage within each population (b).
Significant values (p<0.05) are bolded.
a

b
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2.3.6 Nitrogen Weight
As with carbon and dry weight, nitrogen weight also did not differ between the eggs by
location of larvae (Table 2.7a; Figure 2.7a, 2.7b). Stage I larvae did not differ in nitrogen weight
between locations (Table 2.7a; Figure 2.7a). However, within Stage I, EGoM larvae maintained
the higher overall nitrogen weight for larvae raised at 750ppm 19°C (Table 2.7b; Figure 2.7c),
and SNE larvae s raised at 19°C had more nitrogen than those reared at 16°C (Table 2.7b; Figure
2.7c, 2.7d). Larvae from EGoM had a higher nitrogen weight at stage II than SNE larvae (Table
2.7a; Figure 2.7a). SNE larvae within this stage maintained a higher nitrogen content when
raised at 19°C (Table 2.7b; Figure 2.7e, 2.7f). EGoM larvae saw no treatment effect in this stage
(Table 2.7b; Figure 2.7e).In stage III, larvae from EGoM maintained a higher nitrogen weight
than SNE larvae (Table 2.7a; Figure 2.7a). Although SNE Stage III larvae continued to exhibit a
temperature effect, larvae raised at 16°C contained a higher nitrogen weight than those raised at
19°C (Table 2.7b; Figure 2.7g, 2.7h). EGoM larvae saw no treatment effect in this stage (Table
2.7b; Figure 2.7g).
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Figure 2.7. Effects of pCO2 and temperature on nitrogen weight of H. americanus (mg, mean ±
SE) across stages by location (a), and within stages. Overall treatment effect graphs are shown
for each population at each stage (mg, mean ± SE) , and unambiguous main effects: egg nitrogen
weight by location (b); stage I from EGoM and SNE by temperature and pCO2 treatment (c);
stage I from SNE by temperature main effect (d);stage II from EGoM and SNE by temperature
and pCO2 treatment (e); stage II from SNE by temperature main effect (f); stage III from EGoM
and SNE by temperature and pCO2 treatment effect (g); stage III from SNE by temperature main
effect (h).
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Table 2.7. Summary of statistics comparing means of nitrogen weight (mg) between two
populations (a) and Summary of two-way ANOVA used to evaluate the effect of temperature
and pCO2 of H. americanus on nitrogen weight at each stage within each population (b).
Significant values (p<0.05) are bolded.
a

b
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2.3.7 Carbon to Nitrogen Ratio
Stage I carbon to nitrogen ratio (C:N) was higher in EGoM larvae (Table 2.8a; Figure
2.8a). Though there was no treatment effects in stage I larvae SNE larvae (Table 2.8b; Figure
2.8c), EGoM larvae saw a lower C:N at the 750 ppm treatment (Table 2.8b; Figure 2.8c, 2.8d).
Stage II larvae were not statistically different between locations (Table 2.8a; Figure 2.8a), but
both had interactive pCO2*temp effects; SNE had a high C:N at the 1200ppm 16°C treatment
(Table 2.8b; Figure 2.8e), whereas EGoM had a low C:N at the most extreme treatment,
1200ppm 19C (Table 2.8b; Figure 2.8e). SNE Stage III larvae had a statistically higher C:N
Ratio than EGoM (Table 2.8a; Figure 2.8a), although no treatment effects for that location were
observed (Table 2.8b; Figure 2.8f). EGoM did show a higher C:N ratio in warmer than cooler
temperatures (Table 2.8b; Figure 2.8f, 2.8g).
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Figure 2.8. Effects of pCO2 and temperature on carbon to nitrogen weight ratio of H. americanus
( mean ± SE) across stages by location (a), and within stages. Overall treatment effect graphs are
shown for each population at each stage (mean ± SE) , and unambiguous main effects: egg
carbon: nitrogen by location (b); stage I from EGoM and SNE by temperature and pCO2
treatment (c) and STAGE I from EGoM by pCO2 main effect (d); stage II from EGoM and SNE
by temperature and pCO2 treatment (e); stage III from EGoM and SNE by temperature and pCO2
treatment effect (f) and EGoM by temperature main effect (g).
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Table 2.8. Summary of statistics comparing means of carbon: nitrogen ratio between two
populations (a) and Summary of two-way ANOVA used to evaluate the effect of temperature
and pCO2 of H. americanus on nitrogen weight at each stage within each population (b).
Significant values (p<0.05) are bolded.
a

b
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2.3.8 Oxygen Consumption Rate (OCR)
The oxygen consumption rate increased with stage. Stage I larvae from EGoM exhibited
a higher OCR than SNE larvae (Table 2.9a; Figure 2.9a). However, EGoM didn’t exhibit any
treatment effects in Stage I (Table 2.9b; Figure 2.9b), whereas SNE larvae consumed more
oxygen at higher temperatures (Table 2.9b; Figure 2.9b, 2.9c). In Stage II, EGoM larvae
maintained higher OCRs than SNE (Table 2.9a; Figure 2.9a). In EGoM, OCR was affected by
pCO2; larvae at 750 ppm consumed more oxygen than the other pCO2 treatments (Table 2.9b;
Figure 2.9d, 2.9e). There were no treatment effects for SNE in this stage (Table 2.9b; Figure
2.9d).
In Stage III larvae and there was no statistically significant difference between locations
(Table 2.9a; Figure 2.9a). Within Stage III, SNE larvae exhibited a pCO2 effect, where larvae at
400ppm showed a higher OCR than in the EGoM population (Table 2.9b; Figure 2.9f, 2.9h).
Likewise, EGoM larvae showed a temperature effect; larvae showed a greater OCR at 19°C
compared to the 16°C treatment (Table 2.9b; Figure 2.9f, 2.9g).
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Figure 2.9. Effects of pCO2 and temperature on whole body oxygen consumption rate of H.
americanus (µmol/L/hr, mean ± SE) across stages by location (a), and within stages and
locations (b-h). Overall treatment effect graphs are shown for each population at each stage
(µmol/L/hr, mean ± SE) , and unambiguous main effects: stage I from EGoM and SNE by
temperature and pCO2 treatment (b); stage I from SNE by main temperature effect (c); stage II
from EGoM and SNE by temperature and pCO2 treatment (d) and stage II EGoM by main pCO2
effect (e); stage III from EGoM and SNE by temperature and pCO2 treatment effect (f); stage III
from EGoM by temperature main effect (g); stage III from SNE by main pCO2 effect (h).
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Table 2.9. Summary of statistics comparing means of whole body OCR ratio between two
populations (a) and Summary of two-way ANOVA used to evaluate the effect of temperature
and pCO2 of H. americanus on OCR t at each stage within each population (b). Significant
values (p<0.05) are bolded.
a

b
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2.3.9 Mass-specific OCR
When corrected for body size, most treatment effects become non-significant for all
EGoM larvae (Table 2.10a; Figure 2.10a). EGoM larvae have higher mass-corrected OCR at
stage I than SNE larvae (Table 2.10a; Figure 2.10a). Although there are no treatment effects for
EGoM larvae, SNE larvae, exhibit a temperature effect for stage I, where larvae reared at 19°C
exhibit a higher mass-corrected OCR than those raised at ambient conditions (Table 2.10b;
Figure 2.10b, 2.10c). EGoM larvae showed a higher mass specific OCR than SNE through stage
II (Table 2.10a; Figure 2.10b). There were no treatment effects for either location (Table 2.10b;
Figure 2.10d).By stage III, there was no statistically significant difference between locations
(Table 2.10a; Figure 2.10a). There were no treatment effects for either location for stage III
(Table 2.10b; Figure 2.10e).
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Figure 2.10. Effects of pCO2 and temperature on mass-specific oxygen consumption rate of H.
americanus (µmol/mg/L/hr, mean ± SE) across stages by location (a), and within stages and
locations (b-e). Overall treatment effect graphs are shown for each population at each stage
(µmol/mg/L/hr, mean ± SE), and unambiguous main effects: stage I from EGoM and SNE by
temperature and pCO2 treatment (b); stage I from SNE by main temperature effect (c); stage II
from EGoM and SNE by temperature and pCO2 treatment (d); stage III from EGoM and SNE by
temperature and pCO2 treatment effect (e).
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Table 2.10. Summary of statistics comparing means of mass normalized OCR ratio between two
populations (a) and Summary of three way ANOVA used to evaluate the effect of temperature
and pCO2 of H. americanus on OCR t at each stage within each population (b). Significant
values (p<0.05) are bolded.
a

b
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2.3.10 Swimming Speed
There was no significance of location in swimming speed among Stage IV’s (Table
2.11a; Figure 2.11), nor treatment effect for either location (Table 2.11b).

Figure 2.11. Effects of pCO2 and temperature on swimming speed of stage IV postlarval H.
americanus (mm/s, mean ± SE) by location.

Table 2.11. Summary of statistics comparing means of swimming speeds between two
populations (a) and Summary of two-way ANOVA used to evaluate the effect of temperature
and pCO2 of H. americanus on swimming speed of Stage IV postlarvae within each population
(b). Significant values (p<0.05) are bolded.
a

b
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2.3.11 Feeding Rate
There was no significant difference between temperature or pCO2 treatments in feeding rates
among Stage IV’s from EGoM (Table 2.12, Figure 2.12).

Figure 2.12. Effects of pCO2 and temperature on feeding rate of stage IV postlarval H.
americanus (mm/s, mean ± SE) from EGoM.
Table 2.12. Summary of two-way ANOVA used to evaluate the effect of temperature and pCO2
of H. americanus on swimming speed of Stage IV postlarvae from EGoM. Significant values
(p<0.05) are bolded.
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2.4 Discussion
The response of H. americanus larvae to end-century-projected ocean warming and
acidification is complex and varies by location of origin and larval stage. Our results suggest that
larvae from contrasting thermal regimes respond to joint pCO2 and temperature stressors
differently, although we did not find that response to be consistent across larval stages.
Geographic gradients in temperature can lead to adaptive divergence in physiological and
morphological traits at the population level (Sanford & Kelly, 2011). Here we report a strong
effect of location of origin for most parameters at most stages, which is consistent with the
hypothesis that the steep thermal gradient along the species’ range is as a selective force on H.
americanus larval physiology. Larvae from EGoM tended to be larger in carapace length, dry
weight and elemental composition and consumed more oxygen than those from SNE, despite the
similarity in initial eggs size.
While we mixed the progeny of several females from each region, we caution that our
inferences about location effects are based on a relatively small sample of larvae from each
population. We therefore cannot rule out the possibility that factors unrelated to population-level
differences, such as maternal effects, may have contributed to variability in the measured
parameters. Therefore, additional study is required to confirm population-level differences in the
response to elevated temperature and pCO2.

2.4.1 Growth and Development
As has been reported in previous studies of Homarus, the magnitude of the larval
response to projected end-century increase in temperature was considerably greater than the
response to the end-century levels of pCO2 (Beal and Chapman, 2001; Arnold et al., 2009; Small
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et al., 2015; Waller et al., 2017). Larvae reared in the warmer treatment (19°C) reached the
postlarval stage nearly seven days earlier than those held at the cooler temperature (16°C),
regardless of their origin, whereas larvae reared at 750 ppm and 1200 ppm developed at
approximately the same rate as those at 400 ppm. Differences in larval duration can have
important implications for larval survival as it can determine their vulnerability to predation or
advection (Ennis, 1995; Incze and Naime, 2000; Robert et al. 2007; Quinn, 2014). Within the
experimental range of temperatures the shorter development time achieved in a warmer
environment would likely be beneficial to larvae, allowing them to avoid the high predation rates
in the upper water column (Hudon & Fradette, 1988; James-Pirri et al., 1998).
In addition, we observed a strong location effect on the developmental rates of H.
americanus. Larvae originating from the cooler regime of EGoM took 4.5 d longer to reach
postlarval stage those from the warmer regime in SNE, regardless of rearing temperature. This
result is consistent with that noted by Quinn et al. (2013, 2015) who observed a longer
development time of cold-origin than warm-origin animals within the range of temperatures 15 21°C. However, outside this range, they observed that cold-origin larvae in colder temperatures
developed considerably faster, demonstrating evidence of cold adaptation. Similarly, larvae of
the fiddler crab, Uca pugnax, originating from cooler thermal regimes develop faster at any
given temperature than those from warmer regimes (Sanford, 2006). These differences suggest a
potentially adaptive capacity of larvae originating from cooler regimes to compensate for colder
temperatures. Evidence of adaptation to warm regimes is less clear for the American lobster.
Growth in body size over time is an important performance metric as it relates to survival
(Lawton and Lavalli, 1995; Waddy et al., 1995). Molt increment is controlled by temperature
and growth aspects preceding the molt, including cell division and nutritional content (Hartnoll,
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1982). While growth studies with the American lobster have demonstrated maximum growth
rates at 18°C, higher temperatures have been shown to result in smaller molt increments and
higher mortality (Botsford et al., 1974; Aiken and Waddy, 1976; Wahle et al., 2013). The
declines in growth rate above 18°C may therefore be indicative of the onset of physiological
stress (MacKenzie, 1988; Quinn, 2017). Recent work by Menu-Courey et al. (2019) has
indicated that carapace size may be affected by pCO2 in stage V juveniles, but these conclusions
are derived through linear regression analysis including acute pCO2 levels up to 3000μatm. In
accordance to our observations, these data do not indicate an effect at end-century levels.
Although we found no difference between the two populations with respect to egg weight
or Stage I larval carapace length, we did find that body mass and elemental mass (C:N) of Stage
II and III larvae from EGoM were significantly greater than those from SNE, regardless of
temperature or pCO2 treatment. The mechanism behind this faster growth is not well understood,
but it may reflect a greater capacity of larvae originating from cooler regimes to achieve greater
growth efficiencies within the experimental range of temperatures (Hartnoll, 1982). In addition,
larvae from EGoM (cold-origin) and SNE (warm-origin) were similar in original elemental and
dry weights of eggs, but diverged during the three larval stages, with EGoM maintaining greater
weight in all parameters.
Overall, an increasing C:N ratio indicates higher muscle turnover and higher metabolic
activity, presumably in the context of environmental stress (Walther et al., 2010; Small et al.
2015). However, there was no consistent pattern to a treatment or origin effect. Because we
measured overall carbon weight, this parameter could have been complicated by differing carbon
content in tissue versus exoskeleton.
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Within Stage I, EGoM showed a significant interactive effect between pCO2 and
temperature for every parameter of elemental and overall dry weight. The 19°C, 750 ppm
treatment produced larger larvae that were higher in carbon and nitrogen content than any other
treatment. This result drove a consistent interactive effect within this stage, and is difficult to
explain, since it is a midpoint treatment. Also, larvae in this treatment were not consistently
heavier in later developmental stages and therefore it is difficult to interpret this ambiguous
result.

2.4.2 Oxygen Consumption
Oxygen consumption rate (OCR) is a conventional proxy for metabolic rate. We
examined whole organism OCR and mass-specific (per unit carbon weight) OCR. Whole-body
OCR increased exponentially with body size from SI to SIII as would be expected. Typically,
ectotherms exhibit higher respiration rates in warmer water (Somero et al., 2017) but this was
only apparent in stage I larvae from SNE and stage III larvae from EGoM. It is possible that
individual variability overpowered this treatment effect, a documented challenge to larval work
(Somero et al., 2017).
We observed elevated oxygen consumption rates at high pCO2 in Stage II larvae from
EGoM with a higher OCR in our intermediate pCO2 treatment (750 ppm), as well as in our SNE
low pCO2 treatment larvae (400ppm), but this phenomenon was neither consistent across stages
or subpopulations. These results are similar to the OCRs of H. americanus from the midcoast
region of Maine (Waller, et al., 2016) and other crustaceans such as the copepod Calanus
glacialis and shrimp larvae P. borealis, which have shown little to no effect of pCO2 on
respiration rates (Arnberg et al., 2013; Bailey et al., 2016).
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2.4.3 Behavior
This study measured two metrics of behavior: swimming speed and feeding behavior.
Increased swimming speed can be metabolically costly to planktonic crustaceans (Morris et al.
1985), but may increase the encounter rate with potential prey. However we saw no effect of
either temperature or pCO2 on swimming speed.
Although feeding rate was only measured in EGoM postlarvae, we found no significant
effects of temperature or pCO2 treatments on feeding. This result was in contrast with Waller et
al. (2016) who found an increase in feeding activity at elevated pCO2. Previous studies on
terrestrial arthropods have noted that higher consumption rates correlate with higher metabolism
in insects (de Valpine and Harte, 2001; Rall et al., 2010). However, when metabolic rates rise
more quickly than consumption rates, the resulting ingestion inefficiency can cause reduced
fitness, as in the urchin Lytechinus variegatus (Lemoine & Burkepile, 2012). Although we did
not see a change in feeding behavior in our experiment, it is possible that increasing stressors can
lead to a reduced ingestion efficiency for larvae from the EGoM population.

2.4.4 Conclusion
Within this study, end-century projected temperature elicited a greater response in more
of the measured variables than end-century-projected pCO2. These results support previous
studies examining the joint effects of elevated temperature and pCO2 on lobster larvae (Small et
al., 2015; Waller et al., 2017). The effects, however, differed notably between larvae originating
from the different thermal regimes of eastern Gulf of Maine and southern New England. One
consistent trend was a strong difference between the populations in larval stages I and II across
measured parameters. Larvae from EGoM had a higher proportion carbon relative to dry weight,
and consumed more oxygen per unit body weight than those from SNE. Within these two stages,
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SNE appeared to be more responsive to the temperature increase, resulting in larvae that were
longer and heavier, and had higher mass-specific OCRs at elevated temperature. Larvae from the
EGoM, on the other hand, only exhibited a temperature effect on development. We found no
evidence that larvae from this cooler regime were adversely affected by the warmer temperature
treatments.
For several response variables, patterns discovered in Stage I-II larvae were not evident
in Stage III. The molt from stage II to III represents a considerable bottleneck in laboratory
studies of this species, due presumably to a high physiological stress of molting and an
opportunity for cannibalism (MacKenzie, 1988; Small et al., 2015; Waller et al., 2016). In our
experiments, differences between populations observed in previous stages often disappeared at
this stage, and the low numbers of surviving stage III larvae may have exacerbated our ability to
statistically resolve treatment effects.
Lastly, climate change studies have demonstrated that for some ectotherms, the
combination of environmental stressors can exhibit significant interactive effects while single
stressor effects go undetected (Werberg et al., 2012). However, this study did not show
consistent interactive effects, though EGoM larvae exhibited interactive effects more often under
the combined exposure to the most extreme treatment of 19°C and 1200 ppm.
The effects of projected climate change are complex, and manifested by differences in a
species-specific, stage-specific, and possibly population-specific scale. Understanding these
relationships is critical in order to understand and predict the effects of warming and
acidification on this economically and culturally valuable species.
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CHAPTER 3
GENE REGULATORY RESPONSE IN POSTLARVAE

3.1 Introduction
The impact of ocean acidification (OA) and warming (OW), as single and joint stressors,
varies across the diversity of marine invertebrates (Kurihara, 2008; Fabry et al., 2008;
Wittmann & Portner, 2013; Kroeker et al., 2013). Some species have a capacity to tolerate acidbase disturbances (Melzner et al., 2009, Harms et al., 2014). Crustaceans, as a group, have been
shown to respond to effects of OA though changes in acid-base homeostasis, mortality, growth
rates and metabolism (Pane & Barry, 2007; Walther, et al., 2010; Whiteley, 2011; Schiffer et
al., 2012; Zittier et al., 2013; Long, et al., 2013; Small et al., 2015; Waller et al., 2017). These
responses are highly interdependent, and compensating for adverse effects of stressful
environments involves added energy consumption.
The larval stages of the American lobster (Homarus americanus) are of particular
concern as important biological bottlenecks for recruitment to the benthic population (Incze et
al., 2007). Not only do they occupy the upper water column, where temperature and pH can
fluctuate quickly, but they also undergo a rapid succession of physiologically demanding molts
within these conditions (Factor, 1995). Results from the previous chapter, as well as
physiological studies on larval and early juvenile Homarus, suggest a range of responses to endcentury acidification and warming (Ries et al., 2009; Keppel et al., 2012; Agnalt et al., 2013;
Small et al., 2015; Waller et al., 2017; Rato et al., 2017; Menu-Courey et al., 2019).
Experimental studies to date suggest that the larval response to warming projected for the end of
the 21st century is greater than that for the levels of pCO2 predicted by that time (Agnalt et al.,
2013; Small et al., 2015; Waller et al., 2017). However, this should not be taken to mean there
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is no response to changes in pCO2. Recent research with lobster larvae exposed to elevated
pCO2 observed that while there was no detectable response in physiological parameters, a
number of genes for exoskeleton formation and stress response were differentially expressed
(Waller, 2016). The present study provides important insight into how H. americanus may be
compensating to hypercapnic conditions on through gene regulation. To our knowledge, no
study has examined molecular-level compensation within H. americanus larval stages to effects
of warming and acidification as joint stressors.
Although H. americanus is a well-studied organism in biological and genomic research,
a fully annotated genome for the species currently does not exist. Transcriptome sequencing has
become an important tool to understand molecular responses to environmental stress,
particularly among organisms without a complete annotated genome. Next generation
(NextGen) sequencing provides a wealth of information that allow physiological investigation
within and among organism stages, populations or environmental conditions (Hines et al., 2013;
Clark & Greenwood, 2016). The advantage this tool confers is the ability to detect molecular
compensation for environmental stress that may otherwise go undetected using more traditional
physiological studies (Gracey, 2007). As genetic techniques for analysis increase in complexity
and efficiency, transcriptomic analyses have become important metrics for quantifying the
expression of stress-related genes (Evans & Hoffman, 2012). This approach enables one to
examine a broad range of genetic responses to environmental change on early life stages
(Todgham & Hofmann, 2009; Harms et al., 2014).
In the present study, we evaluated the joint effects of elevated pCO2 and warming
associated with end-century projected oceanic conditions within the Gulf of Maine (IPCC,
2013) on regulatory gene response in postlarval H. americanus . To our knowledge, this is the
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first report of the impact of changes in pCO2 and temperature, as joint stressors, on gene
expression in the postlarval stage of this species.

3.2 Methods
Seven ovigerous female American lobsters (Homarus americanus) were collected from
the coastal waters of Rhode Island in summer 2016 by the Rhode Island Department of
Environmental Management’s Fisheries Section. Egg bearing females were held at the
University of Maine’s Darling Marine Center, Walpole, ME, in aerated, 300 L hatching tanks at
~15°C until hatching. Upon hatching, stage I larvae were transported to Bigelow Laboratory of
Ocean Sciences and distributed randomly in 18 20-L buckets, pre-equilibrated to the
experimental treatments. Each bucket was stocked with 250 larvae, resulting in a starting
density of 12.5 larvae/L.
Larval rearing tanks were maintained in a full factorial design with two temperatures
and two levels of pCO2. Temperatures represented average present-day summer sea surface
temperature for the Gulf of Maine (16°C), and the 3°C predicted increase for the end of the
century (19°C). All tanks were held in a temperature controlled room at 16°C and the elevated
temperature treatments (19°C) were achieved using Hydor submersible aquarium heaters.
Two pCO2 treatments (400ppm and 1200 ppm) were achieved by mixing CO2 with CO2stripped, compressed air to create predetermined concentrations of gasses(Waller et al.
2017).The two pCO2 concentrations represented the ambient atmospheric concentration
(400ppm), and an elevated pCO2 concentration to generate pH values representative of endcentury projected estuarine and coastal regions (1200ppm) (IPCC, 2013; Gledhill et al., 2015;
Table 1). Each of the six treatment combinations were maintained in triplicate.
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Salinity, temperature and pH were monitored daily. Salinity was measured using an
Oakton SALT meter and pH and temperature were measured using a Thermo Orion 3-star
benchtop pH probe, calibrated using NIST buffers. Spec pH and alkalinity was measured
weekly to validate daily readings. The pH(tot) was measured spectrophotometrically (Hitachi
U-310 dual-beam, Company, location) using the pH sensitive indicator dye m-cresol purple
(Sigma-Aldrich) following SOP (standard operating procedure 6b: Dickson, 2007; Table 3.1).

Table 3.1. Water Chemistry parameters during course of experiment. All parameters list average
value and SD through experimental period.
Treatment
400ppm 16C
750ppm 16C
1200ppm 16C
400ppm 19C
750ppm 19C
1200ppm 19C

Temperature (°C)
16.6 ± 0.5
17.1 ± 0.4
17.0 ± 0.4
18.7 ± 0.4
19.3 ± 1.0
19.5 ± 1.0

Salinity (ppt)
30.3 ± 0.8
29.8 ± 0.4
30.0 ± 0.8
30.2 ± 0.9
30.2 ± 1.0
29.9 ± 0.7

pH
7.94 ± 0.06
7.75 ± 0.03
7.56 ± 0.01
7.89 ± 0.03
7.81 ± 0.04
7.63 ± 0.01

ΩCa
2.34 ± 0.10
1.68 ± 0.12
1.16 ± 0.025
2.44 ± 0.25
2.23 ± 0.23
1.42 ± 0.004

ΩAr
1.45 ± 0.06
1.05 ± 0.07
0.72 ± 0.02
1.52 ± 0.16
1.38 ± 0.14
0.88 ± 0.002

Tanks were monitored daily for presence of postlarvae. Postlarvae were separated into
individual containers and maintained at treatment levels for 48 hours. After this period, animals
were starved for 24 hours to flush residual Artemia salina genetic material out of their digestive
tract. Post larvae were rinsed thrice in UV-sterilized 0.2 µm FSW and placed in sterile
cryotubes with 3mL RNAlater (Ambion, USA). All samples were kept at -80°C for long term
storage.
RNA was extracted following the method of Clark et al. (2013) and RNA-seq
performed on a total of 11 animals drawn from the four treatment combinations (n=3 in all
treatments except the ambient 16°C, 400ppm treatment, where n=2). Sample RNA was
processed and read at Genome Quebec (Montreal, PQ, Quebec). RNA was prepared for a DNAlibrary construction using TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Prep kit (Illumina). Quality was
assessed and paired-end Sequences read using Illumina 2000. Raw sequence reads were
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uploaded onto the Galaxy web platform and analyzed on the public server at usegalaxy.org
(Afgan et al., 2016). Quality assessment of raw reads was done using FastQC (Blakenberg et
al., 2010, Galaxy Version 1.0.0) and trimmed adapter sequences were removed using Trim
Galore! (Galaxy Version 0.4.3.1). A minimum of three trimmed sequences were concatenated
from each treatment. A de novo transcriptome was constructed using Trinity (Langmead et al.,
2009, Galaxy Version 0.0.1). A mapped file of the reads to the transcripts was generated using
HISAT2 and a count file for each sample using StringTie. The file counts were merged using
StringTie Merge and normalized using Featurecounts. Differential expression of genes between
treatments was analyzed using both DESeq2 and edgeR.
Differentially expressed genes were uploaded onto Blast2Go and assigned gene names
using Blastx, functional terms were assigned with Gene Ontology, enzyme numbers were
assigned with KEGG and domain information assigned with Interpro (Blast2GO 4.0.2,
Ashburner et al., 2000; Gotz et al., 2008; Cock et al., 2013).

3.3 Results
RNA transcripts were compared from H. americanus postlarvae raised in the ambient
treatment (400 ppm 16°C) to those raised at the same pCO2 but at elevated temperature (400
ppm 19°C), to those raised at elevated pCO2 but ambient temperature (1200 ppm 16°C), and
those raised under elevated levels for both stressors (1200 ppm 19°C). Using the DESeq2
differential expression software, we identified 1,108 unannotated genes that were differentially
expressed across treatments (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1. Heat map depicting expression of 1,108 differentially expressed genes relative to
ambient treatment of 400ppm, 16°C. Colors represent absolute value of log2 fold change. Red
represents a downregulation relative to the ambient, whereas green represents upregulation.
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We found gene expression changes in postlarvae to be most responsive to the joint
treatments of elevated pCO2 and temperature together, compared to elevated levels of either
treatment alone. Out of the 1,108 unannotated, differentially expressed genes, elevated
temperature alone induced the differential expression of 199 genes (18%) relative to the ambient
conditions; elevated pCO2 alone induced differential expression of 483 genes (44%), and 919
genes (83%) were differentially expressed when both stressors were present (Figure 3.2a).
a

b

Figure 3.2. Percent of total (a) and annotated (b) differentially expressed genes as quantified by
DESeq2 analysis within elevated temperature treatment (400 ppm 19°C), elevated pCO2
treatment (1200ppm 16°C), and joint temperature and pCO2 treatment (1200ppm 19°C). All
differential expression is relative to ambient treatment (400ppm 16°C).
Functional annotation was possible for 55% of the differentially expressed genes using
Blast2GO software (Figure 3.2b). As with the unannotated genes, we found the majority of
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differentially expressed annotated genes in the joint treatment of high temperature and high
pCO2 (89%) compared to only 59% in the treatment with only elevated pCO2 and 12% with
only elevated temperature (Figure 3.2). Overall, differentially expressed genes were
predominantly upregulated in the elevated pCO2 treatment (1200ppm 16°C) and joint elevated
temperature and pCO2 treatment (1200ppm 19°C; Figure 3.3).
Analysis by edgeR provided little overlap in differentially expressed genes with DESeq2
analysis. We found 7% of genes to be shared between both analyses for the elevated
temperature treatment (Figure 3.4a). There were no differentially expressed genes within the
pCO2 treatment using edgeR analysis (Figure 3.4b). Conversely, there were 30% of the
differentially expressed DESeq2 identified genes shared with the edgeR analysis within the
joint-stressor treatment (Figure 3.4c).
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a

b

c

Figure 3.3. MA plots exhibiting the strength of significance (-Log10(p-values)) of particular
genes against the Log2 fold change of each gene across samples of treatments of increased
temperature (a), increased pCO2 (b), and increased temperature and pCO2 (c), relative to the
ambient condition. Values in red represent statistically significant upregulated and green
represent downregulated genes in treatment samples relative to ambient treatment.
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b

c

Figure 3.4. Comparison of number of annotated, differentially expressed genes identified by
DESeq2 and edgeR analysis within elevated temperature (a), elevated pCO2 (b), and joint
elevated temperature and pCO2 treatments (c).
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We selected several genes of interest for further analysis given their functional
importance: heat shock proteins (2 genes), cuticle proteins (13), cuticle protein binding
molecules (CBM) (2), chitin binding protein (3), chitinase (4), calcification-associated peptides
(2), arthrodial cuticle proteins (4) (Figure 4).
In treatments where only temperature was elevated, DESeq2 analysis showed downregulation of several cuticle proteins, chitin-binding proteins, and calcification-associated
peptides (Figure 3.5a). The edgeR results were in agreement with a downregulation of
arthrodial cuticle protein 16.3, but an upregulation of arthrodial cuticle protein 9.3. The two
methods gave contradictory results for cuticle protein AM1159, whereby DESeq2 indicated
downregulation while edgeR indicated upregulation.
In treatments where only pCO2 was elevated, the DESeq2 analysis showed significant
upregulation for cuticle protein binding molecules, chitinase and chitinase-like proteins. The
edgeR analysis for this treatment resulted in no differential regulation for any of these genes.
(Figure 3.5b). In treatments where both temperature and pCO2 were jointly elevated, both
analytical methods indicated downregulation of cuticle proteins, chitin binding proteins and
calcification-associated peptides, and upregulation of cuticle protein binding molecules,
chitinase, and chitinase-like proteins (Figure 3.5c).
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a

b

Figure 3.5. Response of Genes of Interest of carapace formation to elevated temperature and
pCO2. Log2Fold change of 28 GOI’s within postlarvae reared at elevated temperature treatment
(a), elevated pCO2 treatment (b), and joint elevated temperature & pCO2 treatment (c). All
results are relative to expression represented in ambient treatment.
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c

Figure 3.5. continued.

In addition, we examined the differential expression of several genes related to immune
response and function (Clark & Greenwood, 2016): Heat shock proteins (3), Hemocyanin
subunits (27), Mannose binding proteins (5), Crustin (2), C-type lectin (2), Glutathione Stransferase (2), Octopamine receptor (1) (Figure 5). In the elevated temperature treatment,
according to the DESeq method, postlarvae downregulated HSP 83, and upregulated one gene
for hemocyanin subunit 1. EdgeR detected no differential expression in these genes (Figure
3.6a). In the elevated pCO2 treatment, DESeq2 analysis indicated postlarvae upregulated
HSP70, 15 genes related to hemocyanin and its subunits, mannose binding units, crustin, C-type
lectin, and glutathione S-transferase. Again, edgeR detected no change in these genes (Figure
5b). In the joint-stressor condition, DESeq2 indicated postlarvae upregulated 28 genes related to
hemocyanin and its subunits, octopamine receptor, including all the genes differentially
regulated within the high pCO2 only treatment; according to the edgeR analysis, 11 genes
within this category were also differentially expressed (Figure 5c).
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a

b

Figure 3.6. Response of Genes of Interest of immune response and function to elevated
temperature and pCO2. .Log2Fold change of 42 GOI’s within postlarvae reared at raised
temperature treatment (a), raised pCO2 treatment (b), and joint raised temperature & pCO2
treatment (c). All results are relative to expression represented in ambient treatment.
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c

Figure 3.6. continued

3.4 Discussion
These results reveal an interactive effect of end-century-predicted pCO2 and temperature
on genes controlling the developmental processes and immune functioning of postlarval
Homarus americanus. Postlarvae differentially expressed more genes under high pCO2 than
temperature, and showed an even greater response when they were exposed to both stressors
simultaneously. These findings contrast previous studies that found physiological indicators
were more responsive to end-century levels temperature than pCO2 (Small et al., 2015; Waller
et al., 2017). These results indicate a strong compensatory response at the gene transcription
level in response to pCO2 stress.
The effects of elevated pCO2 and temperature on the transcription of genes associated
with cuticle formation and calcification were stressor-dependent. Elevated temperature resulted
in downregulation of cuticle proteins and a calcification associated peptide. Calcification71

associated proteins act as acidic protein sites for nucleation of CaCO3 during larval
biomineralization (Addadi & Weiner, 1985; Faircloth & Shafer, 2007). A downregulation may
indicate a temperature cost to calcification, though fewer genes were differentially regulated
than in other treatments. Warming has been shown to reduce shell integrity in Mytilus edulis
when food limited, an effect the study attributed to a reallocation of energy away from
biomineralization in order to address temperature-related increases in maintenance requirements
(MacKenzie et al., 2014).
In elevated pCO2, postlarval lobster upregulated chitinase and cuticle proteins associated
with binding, both of which are important components of shell reshaping and development. We
saw this trend despite the fact that these genes have previously been shown to be downregulated
in lobsters when exposed to other stressors such as the organochlorine pesticide endosulfan
(Bauer et al., 2013) and pCO2 raised to 750 ppm (Waller, 2016). However, postlarvae
upregulate chitinase in later stages relative to earlier larval stages as a mechanism to support
increased chitin maintenance and synthesis (Cohen, 2010; Hines et al., 2013). Juvenile lobsters
have been shown to increase shell calcification under hypercapnic conditions, though that effect
might come at the expense of growth and reproduction (Ries et al., 2009; Whiteley, 2011). The
transcription data presented here support the hypothesis that larvae allocate more energy to
shaping and maintaining shell integrity under acidified conditions.
The combination of end-century temperature and pCO2 stressors appeared to have
additive effects on exoskeleton forming genes, with additional cuticle protein downregulation.
These findings mirror other studies that have examined skeletal formation in marine
invertebrates when exposed to heightened temperature and acidity. Downregulation of
calcification-related genes was reported for pearl oysters (Pinctada fucata) after being exposed
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to end-century conditions (Liu et al., 2012). However, larval Strongylocentrotus purpuratus
exhibit inhibited skeletal growth under elevated pCO2, but not under elevated temperatures
(Padilla-Gaillimo et al., 2013). However, bivalves and urchins appear to have lower capacity to
compensate for these stressors than some crustaceans (Kurihara, 2008; Wood et al., 2008).
Heat shock proteins were down-regulated in lobster larvae under elevated temperature
alone, but were upregulated when exposed to elevated pCO2, and especially when pCO2 and
temperature were increased together. Virtually all organisms use heat shock proteins (HSP) as a
mode to alleviate physiologically stressful conditions (Evans & Hoffman, 2012). HSPs are
molecular chaperones that are upregulated after exposure to stressful conditions as a
mechanisms to protect proteins from being denatured or improperly folded (Flaherty et al, 1990;
Kiang and Tsokos, 1998; Alberts et al., 2015). Thus, HSPs can modify an organism’s thermal
sensitivity, and be used as important stress biological markers (Tedeschi et al., 2015). When
exposed to higher temperatures, H. americanus postlarvae downregulated HSP production.
When reared in high pCO2, or joint stressor conditions, HSP70 was the highest upregulated
gene from the GOI’s, suggesting a level of compensation by H. americanus for an
environmentally stressful condition. This type of compensation has been evaluated as an
energetic trade-off in the prawn Machrobrachium rosenbergii at the cost of reproductive output
(Mohammed et al., 2017). Similarly, Waller (2016) also found HSP 70 upregulation when
postlarvae from the central Maine coast were exposed to higher pCO2 of 750 ppm, In addition,
Liu et al. (2012) found upregulation of HSP70 under joint stress from elevated temperature and
pCO2 in pearl oysters (Pinctada fucata). Therefore HSP 70 may be a broadly relevant biological
marker for monitoring stress under both temperature and pCO2.
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Although temperature stress caused the upregulation of a single hemocyanin subunit,
overall the genes of interest related to immune functioning and response were more
differentially expressed under elevated pCO2 either alone or together with warming. When
larvae were exposed to 1200 ppm pCO2 at ambient temperatures, we observed the upregulation
of 15 genes related to hemocyanin, mannose binding proteins, crustin, c-type lectin, all of which
play roles in antigen recognition and/or defense (Clark & Greenwood, 2016). These same genes
were differentially expressed in greater numbers in the joint-stressor treatment, indicating an
overall higher energy input to immune function when both stressors are present. This could
have implications on the H. americanus antigen defense systems in future oceanic conditions.
Crustaceans, as a group, have shown relative resistance to end-century ocean
acidification as a single stressor compared to other calcifiers in traditional physiological studies
(Whiteley, 2011). This may be the result of a heightened capacity for ionoregulation (Whitely,
2011; Weinburg et al., 2012; Gledhill et al., 2015). For postlarval lobster we found a clear
effect of increased pCO2 on gene expression regulation. It is possible crustaceans have
molecular mechanisms for compensation to these stressors that maintain physiological
homeostasis and therefore exhibit little or no response in measured behavioral or morphometric
endpoints, but are apparent with gene expression analysis. Our results highlight the importance
of molecular approaches in addition to whole-organism physiological processes to
understanding response and identifying threats of ocean changes to species and populations.
Despite the need for these types of experiments, it is important to underscore the
limitations inherent in short term exposures such as ours. Lacking is an understanding of how
fast populations may be able to adapt to changing conditions over a lifetime or multiple
generations. A comparison of gene regulation between sub-populations along environmental
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gradients may elucidate differences between populations under contrasting thermal regimes. A
comparative approach may lend new insights into local adaptation in this species.
This is the first study to examine how the joint stressors of a warming and acidifying
ocean may affect gene expression of American lobster larvae. Our results indicate that the larval
response to heighted acidity is more dramatic than indicated in physiological and morphometric
studies conducted thus far.
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